
Plainfield Board of Zoning Appeals- Meeting: June 20,2022 at 6pm  

Plainfield Fire Headquarters, 591 Moon Road Plainfield, IN 

Concerning: Temporary Concrete Batch Plant at 1750 Smith Road (at Amazon facility) 

Town compliance planner: Terry Jones (317)-839-2561   Ext. 245, tjones@townofplainfield.com 

Applicant: Louder Enterprises, Inc., 6700 Lorraine Drive, Countryside, IL  60525 

Owner: Preylock Plainfield, LLC, 1901 Avenue of the Stars #670,  Los Angeles, CA  90067 

 

Questions: 
➢ When are notices given out to residents to make them aware of petitions seeking approval for a variance in 

zoning?  We received ours this past Saturday (June 11).  That does not provide adequate time for research/ 

discussion with others. 

 

➢ Not counting the day the “notice” was placed in the mail, but the day it’s targeted residents would actually 

receive this notification, how many days are the impacted residents legally given to review, research, and 

discuss the changes that are being asked for? 

                (Are days counted as weekdays Monday-Friday, or do they include weekends, Saturday- Sunday also?) 

 

➢ Who gets the notice in the mail?   How is this determined?    More than just the people that live on the street 

closest to the proposed temporary concrete batch plant would be affected by PM2.5 particulates in the air! 

              (Those of us on Wedgewood Place received notices, but not Hollyhock or Devonshire.)  What about The   

              Settlement? Individual homes on Bradford across the street from Amazon? 

 

➢ Is it really necessary for this plant to be in this locale and so close to neighborhoods, and a nature preserve 

zone?  (Or, is it just for the company’s convenience regardless of what harm it can do?) 

 

➢ How carefully will this plant be monitored?   May be lax being a “temporary” plant.  And, not all dust can be 

captured! 

 

➢ Though this concrete batch plant will be on site for 4 weeks, how strict will they follow all necessary 

precautions?  Who will be doing the air testing and with what frequency? 

 

➢ Even if they are in compliance, (Harvard School of Public Health, 2020 study) found: “even exposure to PM2.5 

levels below that of EPA regulations showed causal relationships to premature death, particularly in those 

with chronic disease and/or elderly.”    

 

➢ Referencing the American Heart Association- AHA Journal Circulation in 2020: 

 “Exposure to PM<2.5um in diameter (PM2.5) over a few hours to weeks can trigger cardiovascular disease-    

                related mortality and nonfatal events…”  So, it doesn’t take years to be hazardous to health! 

 

➢ The American Journal of Respiratory and Critical Medicine concluded, “ Low-level PM2.5 and NO2 exposures 

were associated with higher risk…Short-term air pollutant exposures increased risk of asthma 

hospitalization…even at concentrations well below national standards.”  Again, this is “short term” exposure! 

 

 

➢ Let’s not forget the trucks coming in and out burning diesel fuel and it’s going into the air! 

 

➢ Could business possibly ask for a time extension? (and would it be granted).  Once a variance is approved, what’s 

to stop them from wanting more time and using this batch plant for other projects! 

 



➢ What other businesses may want a variance on zoning and use this as an example.  If it’s done for Amazon, why 

not us type of mentality. 

 

➢ How many hours a day will the plant be physically in operation?  Give the times of operation!  

 

➢ How many trucks a day are expected?  When will they start and finish their day? 

 

➢ What are the expected decibel levels will just the plant by itself generate? 

              Impact of trucks adding on to the noise level?  (low vibrations that carry distances, backup beeps, gears shifting) 

 

➢ How will odors be mitigated?  Don’t want smells like burning plastic or chemicals! 

 

*Please reference Fortville Greenfield Reporter.  Headline: Resistance builds toward concrete plant.   

Reports by Kesler Krieg, Environmental Professional (May 16,2022), and Christopher S. Nelson, M.D., doctor of 

occupational medicine, article, “Health Implications of PM2.5”  

 


